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1. Introduction. 
Let k(X 1, ... ,Xn) be a purely transcendental field extension of 
a field k, and Gn an arbitrary transitive permutation group 
operating on the x1, ... ,X. Let k(G) denote the field of all n n 
invariants under Gin k(X 1, ..• ,Xn). 
If k(Gn) is also purely transcendental over k, i.e. if there 
exist elements u1, ... ,Un in k(X 1, ..• ,Xn), 
P>' [x1, ... ,xn] 
( 1) U >' = ----- (Y = 1, ... , n) 
p 0 [X.1, ... ,Xn] 
with Pv [X 1, ... ,Xn]e: k [X 1, ... ,Xn] n k(Gn) (>'=0,1, ... ,n) 
such that k(G )=k(U~, ... ,U ), then the polynomial 
n , n 
can be written in the form 
(2) 
with a>'(u1, ... ,Un)~k(U1, ... .,Un) (v=1, ... ,n), since the 
elementary symmetric functions s 1, ... ,sn of x1, ... ,Xn certainly 
belong to,k(Gn)~;. 
In 1916 E. No ether showed that the polynom:1.al ( 2) can be 
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regarded as a parametric representation of all polynom1ala 
f [ X J € k [ X] of degree n wl th Galois group ( considered. a11 a 
permutation group of the eu.1 tably arranged. zer•o1 or r [ X1) a 
subgroup of G0 [1]. In fact, if f(X] is any ~uch polynomial 
with zeros ~1, ••. , ~n' say, then substitutlon of x1, ... ,Xn 
by ~ 1 , ... , «n in ( 1) transforms u1, ... ,U0 into elemente 
k 1, ... ,kn ink, provided that p0 [1X 1, .. ., tl(n],'0; and 
substitution of x 1, •.. ,Un by k1, ... ,kn in (2) tranatorma (2) 
into f [ XJ1). The condition p0 [oc1, •. ., e<nJ,'O however, ieema 
to be a rather heavy restriction of the generality of the 
theorem, for it might be possible that in (2) t:10 many 
polynomials with Galois group Gn over k are rn1!e1ng that 11ome 
field K/k with Galois group G ~ G might have none generating 
n 
polynomial that is contained in the parametric repreeentation 
(2). This is however not true, as is shown in theorem 2 of 
this report, in the case that k is infinite. Th18 infiniteness 
condition fork is not an essential restriction, as finite 
extensions of finite fields have cyclic Galois group, the 
generating polynomials being easily constructed by means of 
well known arguments. 
On the other hand, if an arbitrary substitution of u1 by 
elements of k, transforms (2) into a separable polynomial 
f [ x] € k [x), then the Galois group Hn of f [ X J is (as a 
permutation group of the suitably arranged roots or f C X]) a 
subgroup of Gn. This is a consequence of theorem 2. 
2. Theorem 1. 
Let K/k be our arbitrary field extension of k with Galoia group 
G ~ G, let k be infinite. Let, in the notation of the 
intro~uction, k(Gn) be purely transcendental over k; let (2) 
be a parametric representation in the sense of E. Noether etc.~ 
t"""----------1) An e~position of E. Noether 1 s theorem and a modified proor 
are given in [2]. 
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entirely like in the introduction. Then there exist infinitely 
many substitutions ui-----. ki (ki € k) that carry (2) into an 
element f [ X] € k [ X] with splitting field K. 
Proof: We cons true t a genera ting set { ~ 1, .•. , ~ nJ of K/k, 
with the properties: ..1 p1 , ... , ~ n are the roots of an 
irreducible polynomial in k C XJ, while the Galois group of K/k 
permutes r,1, ... , ~ n in just the same way as Gn permuted 
x 1' ... , xn. 
2 Po [l31,···, Pn] 10. 
Let A: { ~1, ... , oc mJ be a normal basis of K/k and let Gn be the 
regular permutation group on A representing the Galois group 
of K/k. Let t 1, ... ,tm be m algebraically independent variables 
that are adjoined to k; denote k(t 1, ... ,tm) by k(t) an 
K(t 1, ... ,tm) by K(t). The Galois group of K(t)lk(t) remains Gm. 
From the expressions ~ 1=t 1 oc 1+ ... +tm °'m' o< i = <Ti ( 0(1) 
( o--i E Gm; i = 1, ... , m) . 
Then it is readily seen that the set A: f ex 1, ..• , ex ml forms a 
normal basis of K(t)lk(t). For the determinant D=g [t 1, ... ,tmJ 
€ k [ t] in the ti of the transformation o<i = <1i_ (oc 1 )does not 
vanish, so that <X. 1 , ... , -;m are linearly independent and 
conjugated over k(t). 
The elements t 1, ... ,tn can on the other hand be rationally 
expressed in o< 1, ... , ot. m over K, because of the fact that the 
determinant l a-1 o-.J.(°')I does not vanish. 
Passing from A to A we obtain an isomorphic representation Gm 
of Gm, as a permutation group of A., Let m=n.l. As G can also 
be represented as a transitive permutation group of n elements 
(viz. x 1, ... ,Xn), we can divide A into n subsets each of 1 
elements: A=A 1 U ••• U An, such that the permutatiore in Gm 
permute A1, ... ,An in just the same way as Gn permutes x 1, ... ,Xm 
(see M,Hall [3], p,57). Define Z1=s(Ai) (1=1, ... ,n), where s(M1 ) 
denotes the sum of the 1 elements in M1 • z1, ... ,Zn are as sums 
of the elements of disjoint subsets of an algebraically 
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irreducible set over k, certainly algebraically independent 
over k. Thls means p 0 [ Z,1, ••• ,Zn] ,J.O and mor·eover 
p n [ z 1 , ••• , z,.J •f [ t 1,, ••• , tm] E k [ t ] . \J I id, 
Now, let t 1 -+k1 (1 2 ·1, •.. ,m; k ek) be a substitution such 
that f [ k 1, ••. ;icm] g[ k.1, ... ,km] ,'O. There exist 1.nfinltely 
many subst1tut1on of this kind, ask ia infinite. 
t 1--t k 1 transforms the set A .1.nto the Bet I: 
f~1=k 1 IX1+ ••• +km ixm; ':'1 - o-1 ('o(1 )J and A forms clearly a 
normal basis of K/k, as the determinant g(k 1, .•• ,kn),'O. 
Now our proof is complete if we show that the Galois group ~m 
of K/k as a permutation group of A is Juet the same group as 
the permutation group Gm of A.For, in that case the substitution 
t 1-k1 carries z 1 into elements ~ 1 with the property that 
K""k(~ 1,, •. , Pn), the Galois group of K/k permuting ~ 1, .•• , p n 
in just the same way as G permutes x1, ... ,X, while moreover n n 
Po [ ~ 1 ' · • • ' ~ n J ,;,o · 
We prove therefore that an automorphism of K/k determines the 
same permutation of o?1 , ... ,; m aa of ix1 , ... , °'m· In fact, 
let X' be an automorphism of K/k carrying o< 1 into ex k and 
o<'1 into & 1 ; let further cx1 af(t 1p • .,tm, o< 1 ) t k(tt- 1 ) [t], then 
; 1=f(k1 , •.• ,km,« 1 ). Applying )II; to 'o< 1 and & 1 we find 
'Jto(,1-cx 1 =f(t 1, •.. ,tm,«k) and 1t~1=f(k 1, ... ,l<m, «k), the latter 
element being clearly equal to ~~ . 
.... 
J. Before proving theorem 2 we slightly generalize the notion 
of Galois group of a polynomial. Let f [ X] be a separable 
polynomial in k [ X]. Let kf be the spll tting field of f [ X]. 
Let g 1[X], ... ,gk[X] be the different iM~ducible tactors in f[XJ, 
so that f[X] can be written f[X]=g 1[X] .•. gk[XJ k. We put 
g(X] cg 1[X} ... gk[X]. Then, obviously, kr=kg. The Galois group 
G of g[X] over k is the group of those automorphisms of kg 
leaving k pointwise fixed. Now, since kfakg we define the 
Galois group of f [ Xl to be the same group G. Usually G is 
represented as a permutation group of the different zeros of 
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f[XJ. However, it is also possible to repreaent Q without 
ambiguity as a permutation group of all the ze:t'OB of f [ Xl, 
by assigning to every irreducible factor off [X] a eepa~ate 
set of zeros and not admitting any permutation that carries a 
zero of one irreducible factor into a zero of another 
( neceasar1ly identical) irreducible factor or f C X]. 
The following theorem is s1m1lar to a theorem in van der Waerde~ 
Moderne Algebra I. 1960 (§ 61). 
Theorem 2. Let k(U 1, ... ,Um) be a purely tranacendental field 
extension of a field k; let m • 1. Let 
P • b0 (U1., ••• ,Um)Xn-'1+ ... -+bn(U1, .•. ,Um) 
be any separable polynomial irreducible in k( u1, ... , Um) [ X J 
with Galois group G. Let U1 --+k1 (k1 , k; 1•1, ... ,m) be a 
substitution carrying Pinto 
p*. b~ xn + ..• + b~«k(X]. 
Let P* haven separable but not necessarily different zeros 
cc 1 , .•• , e< n. Then the Galois group of P.11 ( in the above defined 
sense, as a permutation group of then suitably arranged roots 
o< 1,, .. , o< n) 1s a subgroup of G. 
Proof. Let x1, .•• ,Xn be the zeros of P. By means of the 
indeterminates t 1, •.• ,tn form the expressions z1=t 1x1+ .. +tnXn 
and -i; 1==t 1cx.,+ ••• +tn«n. If 71:t denotes a permutation of the set 
T: f t 1, ... ,tn} then ~x and~~ shall denote the same 
permutations of X: fx 1, ... ,xnJ and A: foc1, ... ,o<nJ, respectively. 
Obviously, we have for any ~t 
7tx -,.t Z,1 "" z ., and X:0t ~t 14 = ~ 1 . 
Hence, 
( 3 ) z1 -1 and itt ~1 -1 ~ =-7tx Z1 ... ,CO( ~1· t 
6, 
- -
Therefore, 1f a certain set of elements ,tt z1 or ,ct ~ 4 1s 
formed by letting 'it't run through a gr•oup Gt of permut.at!one 
of T, then the same eet is formed Dy the elements ~x z 1 and 
1CIX. if1, re spec ti vely, if ;ex and, 71:Q( run through the groups Ox 
and GO( of the same per)mutat1ons of X and A respectively . 
. Now Jet S+ denote the symmetric permutation group or T and let 
v 
Sx and SO<. denote the corresponding groupe of the x1 and the or.1 . 
Then, clearly, 
F :,;: A~ ( z- "'.t z 1) ,,. 1r (Z- Xx z4) 
itt I!: st t xx~. sx 
and 
Flt= 7r ( Z- itt ~-,) ,,. 1: (Z-x >r1) . 
it ts 
,CO( ! soc. ~ t t 
The coefficients of Fare symmetric in x1, •.. ,Xn and, 
therefore, can be expressed in t 1, •.. ,tn and the coefficients 
b0 ,b 1, ... ,bn of P. They are, in fact, polynomials in ti and 
b 1/b , ... ,b /b. It is clear that the coefficients of F* can 
o no ·* *"" in exactly the same way be expressed in t 1 and b1/b~, ... ,bn/b0 , 
since P~ has n zeros, and thus b~IO. 
Multiplying F by a suitably chosen power of b0 , we obtain a 
polynomial in t 1 ,b0 , ••• ,bn and Z, i.e. a polynomial in 
t 1, ..• ,tn,u1, •.. ,Um and Z with coefficients ink: 
F = b; .Fl k [t1, ... ,tn,u1,···,Um][ZJ. 
The substitution Ui--+k1 (1=1, ... ,m) carries every bj into bj (j=0,1, .•. ,m) and hence Finto 
F*(Z) = b; t. FJ((z), k [t1, ... ,tn] [z}. 
Let 
( 4) 
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be a factorizat1cn of F 1~to fa::tors ttat are irreducible 1n 
k( t 1, .•. , tn, u1, •.. , Um) CZ J . By a well kncwn theorem, we ma.y 
aeaurne F1 to be polynomials in k [ u1, •• ., U J [t,., ... , tnJ ( ZJ lfl I 
aa the Unique Factor!zation Theorem holde in 
k [ tJ.1, ... , Um] [t.1, ••• , tr: 7 . Theae po1ynom1a1e a.re all d1fferent"O 
and they have each the Oal.o1 e group Gx !II: O w1 th reepec t to 
k(t 1 •... ,tn,u1, ... ,Um) since the conjugates relative to 
k(t 1, •.. ,tn,u 1, ... ,Um) of any zero xf Z1 or F can be obtained 
by performing al 1 the permt..lta t1 ons ,ex tha. t belong to Gx on 
X~ Z 1, :1. e., in v.irtue of ( 3), by performing all the permuta ttons 
xt that belong to Gt on xi z1, from which 1t followa that all 
the elements obtained in this way are different. 
Without loss of generality we may suppose z1 to be a zero of 
F 1 . The aut,s ti tution u1 _ _,. k1 carries each polynomial F 1 
(i:c:1, ... ,r) into a polynomial F~ in k[t 1, .•• ,\.) [Z], and 
clearly, 
(5) 
By reordening the 1nd1cee of ~, ... , ,~ n we can ensure that 
~ 1 is a zero of F~. 
Now, let H be the Galois group of k(A) with respect to k. Then, 
if • 1, .•. ,~n are all different, each element of H corresponds 
to one and only one permutation of « 1 , ••• ,~ . However, the 
. n 
same is true, if there a:re equal zeros among 1:( 1, ... ,(Xn 
(i.e. in virtue of the separability of P* ,if P,. has some 
.identical2 ) irreducible factors), provided that we do not admit 
~ermutat!ons that carry a zero of one irreducible factor into 
a zero of another (necessarily identical) irreducible factor. 
1) Because of the fact that t 1 are algebraically independent 
over k(X) and 1 1 , •.• ,X are all different, the polynomial 
P being irreducible anB separable. 
2) Identical meaning here: with the same or proportional 
coefficients. 
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Since ti are algebraically independent with respect to k(A), 
the Galois group His also the Galois group of k(T,A) over 
k(T). Now, the conjugates of ~ 1 with respect to k(T) can be 
obtained by performing all the permutations ,r~ that belong to 
H ~ H (with the above mentioned restriction) on , 1, and all 
the elements obtained in this way are different. For, if 
1t' ~ 1=t 1 oc + .•• +t iX = it'. 11 ~,,=t,., oc + •.. +t iX , then o< ;"1 n ?n °' 1 1 v 1 n v n 
0( = iX ' • • • ' 0( AL ::: 0( V ' 
#1 v 1 ,-n n 
and this can only be true for two 
I If 
Permutations x and ~ 
. ex e< belonging to H , if 7C 1 = x: 11 , on account vi. 0( Cfi; 
cf the given restriction as to the permutations belonging to 
H~. Hence the conjugates of ~1 are 
the ,;;IX that belong to Ho< on 't'; 1 . 
obtained by performing all 
Now, since the zeros of F 1 all have the form 7tt z1 (:itt (: Gt) 
• and since F 1 is derived from F 1 by the substitution Ui'--tk1, 
the zeros of F~ all have the form ,ct ~ 1 with Xt E:: Gt. As all 
the conjugates of ~ 1 occur among these zeros of F~, it follows 
that Ht is a subgroup of Gt, i.e. His isomorphic to a 
subgroup of G, q.e.d. 
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